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Statement

Compliancy

Digital Remedy complies and has remained compliant with all known digital media, content 
distribution, publisher industry guidelines, and best practice for the year 2019. Those include, but 
are not limited to, FTC regulations and guidelines, IAB standards, DAA guidelines, TAG Registered, as 
well as Google and MRC Standards. 
 
In concert with our platform partnerships and alliances, Digital Remedy works in real-time to 
execute campaign initiatives and remain compliant to the policies, benchmarks, and procedures 
therein. The current benchmarks for media are a known criteria and our platform maintains built-in 
tools to ensure delivery is in compliance with these requirements. With this at the forefront, we are 
able to collaborate, expand, and scout opportunities, always keeping the client top of mind.
 
Additionally, with our Brand Safety partner MOAT, who works closely with all industry standard 
boards to help determine new viewability standards and build those metrics across all integrations, 
the AdReady platform maintains metrics designed specifically for the strictest of policies for display 
and video. MOAT is accredited by the MRC, which is a requirement set to remain compliant. 

Important International Note: Global Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Digital Remedy does not 
own technology that collects or stores personal data or purchases ad inventory. Instead, we have 
relationships with various parties to execute campaigns based on our clients’ needs. As a result, 
we adapted our business processes to only partner with vendors that are GDPR compliant and 
participate in the IAB Europe Transparency and Consent Framework. In addition, we are closely 
monitoring the ePrivacy Regulation and will modify our processes and/or vendor relationships to 
reflect any changes required by law.

For more information, or to discuss compliancy, contact:
David Zapletal - EVP Media & Optimization, Chief Compliance Officer
David@digitalremedy.com

*Updated January 2019

The AdReady internal Ad Quality Team is dedicated to providing only the highest quality inventory 
across brand-safe sites to ensure that brand reputation is protected. Digital Remedy prioritizes daily 
first party auditing and verification, daily third party verification and monitoring, as well as multi-
dimensional publisher classification. Digital Remedy Third Party Verification Partners include:


